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With a scarlet fever epidemic raging throughout London, a rogue baron on the loose, a new baby

keeping him up at night, and a kingdom to run, the last thing David has time for is a trip to the

twenty-first century. But as he should know by now, time waits for no man, not even the King of

England ...Castaways in Time is the sixth novel in the After Cilmeri series.
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I had pre-ordered Castaways in Time from  Kindle, and it was delivered shortly after midnight. I'm on

chapter six! I've purchased and read all the books authored by Woodbury, but the After Climeri

series is my favorite because I enjoy the characters' time travel between present day and the

thirteenth century. I believe the added elements of comparisons and contrasts between the two time

periods lend more depth to her characters, while creating interesting situations.When reading any

fictional novel, I always "cast" the main characters from a selection of current actors and actresses. I

find my reading experience heightened when I can envision facial expressions, physical traits, as

well as individual characteristics and nuances. When reading books in a series, it's like coming back



to visit familiar friends.Woodbury's writing style in this series favors first person point of view (POV),

alternating the characters' POVs in chapter segments. Some books in her series focus on a few

specific individuals, while major characters in previous books of the series are relegated to minor

roles. However, they are eventually interwoven into the fabric of her ongoing story in subsequent

books of the series. I don't allow myself to be disturbed by lack of a particular character's face time

in one installment, as I have confidence that Woodbury will bring relevant characters back to the

forefront at precisely the right times in the series. Her initial focus on new characters is elaborate

and engaging, providing a compelling structure for her readers to get acquainted with the

introduction of new faces. For an ongoing series, this is both practical and enticing.

Castaways in Time has David traveling with Cassie and Callam to head off in Ireland and deal once

and for all with the traitor Valence. He failed at trying to be the power behind the throne of England

and Scotland and trying to invade Wales. He is mortgaged to the hilt and needs to defeat David or

die. He is willing to beg, borrow and steal to get the throne for himself. He has bought or promised

enough to mortgage England's future. David encounters both a storm and sabotage to the rudder of

several ships in his fleet. When the ship starts to break apart, he was ready by tying himself to

Cassie and Callam and takes them to the future with him. Callam had come prepared by secreting

his gun, badge and money to himself. They are quickly approached by a rescue ship and helicopter.

David makes the decision to tell the truth, but MI-5 has become full of something new and

frightening. David is handcuffed with a bag over his head and Cassie and Callam are afraid they not

only cannot help David, but also themselves.David has formally freed them from his service in case

this goes South or they decide to stay. Lady Jane, the active head of MI-5, has reinstated Callam

with full pay, but told him not to trust anyone. David is sick, worried about his family and his country

and does not know that Valence has attacked England and is outside of Windsor now. Mat and

Iuene help Lili and his loyal barons protect the treasury until David can make it back from Ireland.

They do not yet know that he might have perished or gone forward in time. Scarlett Fever, deadly in

the time before antibiotics, is in epidemic and the girl's first attempt at a hospital and penicillin, is in

the middle of a war zone.Once again the 21st and 13th century characters combine to try to save

the day.
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